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Kytas Drenai

Kytas Drenai is a character played by a deleted user.

Kytas Drenai

clo'chau aurienk aunk fonk ies1)

Date of Birth: 172 BYE
Species Norian
Gender Female
Height 183 cm
Weight 75kg

Faction
 Yamatai Star Empire
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Kytas Drenai

clo'chau aurienk aunk fonk ies1)

Sub-Faction
 Tsenlan

Ysi Drenai
Organization Asarthortar Palace Guard
Occupation Palace Guard

Rank Head of Security
Current Placement Akina System

Physical Description

Kytas is an unusual Norian, she has a height of 183 cm and weighs 75kg. She has pale green eyes with
gold flecks and waist length green hair. She tends to wear e-girl style clothing in a variety of colors to
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keep things fresh and people on their toes. Her hair tends to be in whatever style suits her goals for the
moment, though her favorite is flowing loosely. Her slim-thick physique can be attributed to personal diet
and targeted fitness goals.

Specifications
Height: 183cm
Mass: 75kg

Measurements: B35-W30-H35
Bra Size: D

Build and Skin Color: Slim-Thick, White
Eye Color: Pale Green with Gold Flecks
Hair Color: Green

Personality

Kytas is an ENTJ-A 2) personality type. Kytas is a very outwardly expressive woman who is very
comfortable in group settings with plentiful social interaction. She is highly intuitive, picking up on subtle
nuances in the surrounding environment and those around her. Her thought process is centered around
objectivity and effectiveness over social harmony for appearances sake. She is a rather judging individual
when it comes to her work which shows in her decisive actions and thorough planning. She is very even
tempered and resistant to stress, a part of her rather assertive nature.

History

Kytas was born on Telegath in 172 BYE to the same parents who would later conceive her younger
brother Talynn Drenai. Her birth occured after the formation of the Drenai Ysi during the middle of the
The Falcon Movement. Throughout her early childhood she heard stories of the clan's founder Drenai and
aspired to one day follow in his footsteps as a personal guard for the Eitan Ysi. When she became of age
she studied multiple forms of martial arts under the tutelage of Drenai himself, excelling in the most
tenacious manner possible. Throughout all she would do during the course of her life she would always
make sure it was in holding with the Phaloam of her Ysi.

Approximately in the year YE 01 she served briefly under Emperor Caecyan before his abdication after
Dysteria's destruction. Following the abdication her service fell to that of Adrin Eitan, where she
personally accompanied him on several of the trips he made to Ayenee. During those trips she became
intimately aware of interminglings between the Kingdoms and Empires that resided on the surface. While
the Chaos Hive War was ongoing she functioned almost as Adrin's shadow, unless he expressly
requested privacy, which she never questioned. Following the war she maintained close connections with
several Norians who chose to immigrate to the Uesureyan Star Empire/Yamatai Star Empire which proved
to be an excellent decision later in her life.

During the Umarian Wars she remained in Adrin's shadow, fascinated with his certainty of what the
ancients had left behind. In one fateful instance that Emperor Adrin ordered her to stay behind he was
captured by Lao'Taun. It was a life changing event for her and she vowed to carry on in her duties to the
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Eitans. That included the very controversial personal belief that she refused to believe him dead unless
certain criteria were met, those she disclosed to no one. With Adrin gone her service fell to Tetsuya Eitan
(Airwin Caeyara), where she went with the team of Admirals to bring Tetsuya/Airwin back to be declared
Emperor.

From YE 31 to YE 40 she served under Tetsuya Eitan (Airwin Caeyara) in the same manner as she had
with Caecyan and Adrin before him. In addition to this tasking she also kept ears out on where Aelya
Eitan lived during the Void Wars. When her homeworld was destroyed she mourned in silence, holding
true to her duties over falling to her own emotions. In the following years she would pick up dancing as a
form or relaxation, losing herself in the rare instances when she was not requested to be present. After
the death of Empress Sinith she was even more of a protective shadow than before, personally
accompanying him onto the colony ships while the Emperor acted under the name Airwin Caeyara. She
had intimate knowledge of the Emperor's fragmentation and took on the role of following Airwin.

In YE 44.7 she arrived along with him to the Kagami Galaxy north of the Kikyo Sector. Much to her protest
she was not permitted to accompany him to the meeting with Ketsurui Yui. This did leave her time to
catch up with her contacts in Yamatai, who very graciously gave her a thorough course on the ins and
outs of life in the Kikyo Sector. This would later aid her as her role transitioned from personal guard for
Airwin to head of security for Caeyara and Eitan Ysi, who would soon assume their original mantle of
Eitan.

When the year YE 45 rolled around she became quite busy with her new role. The palace at Asarthortar
along with keeping the family safe during their adjustment proved to be challenging in a whole new way,
in comparison to her previous work that is. She also played part in arranging for the distractions and
transport while Airwin's inhibitor was disabled so that he could be made whole again. Knowing that
Airwin, now Tetsuya, would have to return to the United Norian Imperium she offered to remain and
protect those of the Eitan Ysi who for one reason or another, stayed behind.

Plot and Threads

Plots

Kytas is or has been involved in the following plots:

Kytas has not been involved in any plots yet, check back later!

Threads

Kytas is or has been involved in the following threads:

Long Time No See. 3) - PAST
The Great Candy Festival of YE 45. 4) - PAST
Sisterly Business. 5) - PAST
[TSENLAN] Tea Time at Lo'ken.6) - CURRENT
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Skills Learned

Kytas has learned many skills:

Communication - Kytas can communicate in Nira'las, Trade (language) and Yamataigo (邪馬台語).
Starship Operations - Kytas can exceptionally operate Starships, but has mastered the use of
Leviathan Technology and mindhive symbiosis.
Sylph Combat - Kytas can remotely operate in symbiosis link with a bonded Sylph for use in combat
operations.
Vesper Expression - Kytas's Vesper Links to those she cares about are known to be intense and
he's mastered the ability to use images or projected thought spaces to participate in
communication with others.
Religion- Kytas has quite an intense disagreement with the xenophobia caused by The Church of
the Builders. Despite this she felt a particular draw to Artemisia.
Martial Arts - Kytas is an expert in all Norian martial arts and desires to learn more forms practiced
by the place they now call home.
Personal Security - Excels at the stealth, physical and administrative skills required of an expert in
protection of the ruling Ysi.
Asset Security - Proficient in the details of organization and administration necessary to manage
groups of personnel to protect property. Especially successful in conflict resolution by any means
necessary, be it loudly or quietly. The chain of command does wonders.
Dancing - Passionate about all manners of dance and loves to perform for those close to her.

Social Connections

People Kytas is connected to:

Drenai - Ysi Founder.
Talynn Drenai - Little brother.
Nara Akhai Drenai - Half-sister.
Caecyan Eitan - Former boss.
Adrin Eitan - Former boss.
Kendra Eitan - Eitan Ysi Member.
Tetsuya Eitan (Airwin Caeyara) - Former boss and Sol'Aestaesys.
Sinith Caeyara - Former Empress.
Rin Eitan - Tetsuya's sister.
Katara Eitan - Aester.
Albert Steiner - Friend of the Eitan's she wants to chuck out an airlock.
Aerum Eitan - Tetsuya's daughter.
Cheol Eitan - Current boss.
Aelya Eitan - Co-current boss.
Uaeso Eitan - Tetsuya's son.
Naika Eitan - Wife of Uaeso.
Jun Eitan - Tetsuya's son.
Dawn Eitan - Jun's wife.
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Aphelion Eitan - Adopted Ysi member.
Sorin Eitan - Eitan Ysi Member.
Nira Eitan - Eitan Ysi Member and spooky friend.
Asakura Yuri - New Friend
Haru Asakura - Cutest Furry Ball of Mischief

Inventory

Kytas Drenai's inventory.

Several Sholar Robes
Civilian Clothing of Various Types
Undisclosed Amount of Niranium Weaponry
Carpeting from hallway 7)

Crate of Lorath Amunition - Antivehicle Caliber (30mm-40mm) 8)

Small chest of Platinum 9)

Small Laser Pistol (damaged, repairable) 10)

Gattling 11)

Unique Norian Sword 12)

Finances

3,000 KS

OOC Notes

a deleted user made this article.

Approved by Demibear on 2023/10/13. 13)

Main Kytas art by a deleted user with Midjourney Bot.
Kytas Unique Norian Sword art by Wes.

In the case a deleted user becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
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For exceptions please see Nashatra (GingerGlitch) Will

Character Data
Character Name Kytas Drenai
Character Owner Nakshatra
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Akina System
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…

1)

“cli'cha around and find out” in Nira'las
2)

https://ww.16personalities.com/entj-personality
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4)
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5)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/sisterly-business.71306/#post-442871
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5-%F0%9F%8E%83.71004/page-7#post-441760
13)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/kytas-drenai.71009/#post-441714
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